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1. Does it require a special privilege/permission with Ex Libris to be able to edit + contribute CZ 

records? 

 

ExL—Yes. Please contact Ex Libris through a support case to request that your institution be configured 

to allow editing and contributing to the Community Zone. 

 

 

2. When you edit any [Community Zone] record, does it still automatically get flagged as 

contributed by your university-even if you only make a minor edit? 

 

ExL—Yes. 

 

 

3. Don't improvements to records get overlaid when the vendor submits a new update to the 

collection? 

 

ExL—Yes, they get overlaid. 

 

 

4. If I edit a portfolio in IZ that I activated in from CZ will this reflect the CZ? 

 

ExL—Sometimes, but there are lots of factors involved. See this document. 

 

 

5. Can you contribute 020 fields?  

 

ExL—Yes, you can contribute ISBN (020) fields. Only the 022 field is locked, for technical reasons in the 

Community Zone. 

 

 

6. Can you edit records in any CZ collection? 

 

ExL—As far as we know, yes!  

 

 

7. Is there a way to get the bibliographic records merged? if the 2 you are looking at were the 

same. 

 

(from another attendee): With serial records in the CZ, I sometimes find that the CONSER records 

(or CONSER record enhancements) are not provider neutral. This means that the  title & other 

important information may not be appropriate for all collections and may prevent Dedup with 

print records in Primo display.  What is the best way to address these problems?   

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Electronic_Resource_Management/030_Working_with_Local_Electronic_Resources/070Contributing_to_the_Community_Zone_%E2%80%93_Bibliographic_Records
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ExL—You'll need to submit a Support case to get them corrected. 

 

 

8. In the online document, it is noted that "When an edited Community Zone bibliographic 

record is saved, it is validated using the Community Zone MD Registry and validation routines. 

It is also normalized using the Community Zone normalization routines. Please can you 

elaborate on the details of this statement? 

 

ExL—See the "Cataloging Standards …" document. 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/E

lectronic_Resource_Management/030_Working_with_Local_Electronic_Resources/060Community_Zon

e_Contribution_Guidelines 

 

 

9. What does the option "Link Local Portfolios to Community" do? 

 

ExL—Although it sounds similar, that tool is completely different than what we talked about in this 

session. If you can't find a portfolio in the Community Zone, you can create the bib record and the 

portfolio and add it to your Institution Zone. After that, any changes that the vendor may make 

regarding that portfolio (coverage dates, embargoes, URLs, etc.) need to be maintained by you. If, later, 

you find out the record and portfolio were added to the Community Zone, you can "link" your IZ 

portfolio to that CZ portfolio, so that you no longer have to maintain the details of the portfolio. 

 

 

10. If one of those 5 collections doesn't have "free" in the title, what does that mean about 

access? That it may be a title we have and pay for, but we can find a record to use in our 

institution zone? 

 

ExL—That's correct.  

 

 

11. Why is it limited to only those 4 collections? 

 

ExL—Collections in the Community Zone are usually created to match packages sold by vendors. But 

those four (actually five) collections were created as places for members of the Alma community to 

contribute records and portfolios. (By the way, Kevin didn't realize there are now five collections to 

which you can contribute!) 

 

 

12. How does the system know which collection you are contributing the portfolio to? 

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Electronic_Resource_Management/030_Working_with_Local_Electronic_Resources/060Community_Zone_Contribution_Guidelines
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ExL—The portfolio you want to contribute needs to be in your Institution Zone's version of the 

Community Zone collection to which you want to contribute. In Kevin's example, he was looking at his IZ 

version of the Free E-Journals collection, into which someone at his institution had added another 

portfolio that wasn't in the CZ version of the Free E-Journals collection. By clicking on Contribute, the 

portfolio would have been added to the CZ version of the Free E-Journals collection. 

 

 

13. Is there significance in the black IZ icon or the blue one? 

 

ExL—Grey/black icon means it's not activated; blue means it's activated and available to patrons in your 

discovery service. 

 

 

14. There's an option to delete contributed portfolios - is that for all collections, or just certain 

ones? 

 

ExL—Just for the specific five collections. 

 

 

15. There are times when purchasing an ebook, the portfolio is not yet available in the 

corresponding CZ collection. At that point, is it okay to create the portfolio (following the 

guidelines just shared) in my IZ and then contribute it to that CZ collection? 

 

ExL—You can only contribute a portfolio to the specific five collections. Therefore, assuming you're 

talking about a collection that isn't one of those five, then no, you can't contribute your local portfolio. 

The solution is to just create your local portfolio in that collection. Then wait for the Community Zone to 

get the record from the vendor and link your IZ portfolio to the CZ portfolio.  See "Link Local Portfolios 

to Community" above. 

 

 

16. How can we see how many libraries have activated records that we have contributed to the 

Community Zone? It would be very good feedback data to know how visible and how useful 

our records have been to other Alma libraries. 

 

ExL—As far as we know, there is no way to see that in Alma. Submit a Case to Support (it will actually be 

sent to the Content Team) and they may be able to tell you. 

 

 

17. Can you talk about how support cases for contributed collections work? In the past, when we 

had an issue with a contributed collection (e.g. linking error), we were directed to reach out to 
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the university who contributed it ourselves. This made troubleshooting those collections very 

difficult. 

 

ExL—Create a support case. The Content team at Ex Libris will work with the contributing institution to 

correct the issue. 

 

 

18. What would the process be for our consortium to make consortium-specific collections 

available for our members to activate at our local institutions?  I see lots of collections with 

BACON in front of the database name (where BACON is the name of the consortium that 

contributed it?) 

 

ExL—In the short term, you can create a collection in your Network Zone (if your consortium has an 

Alma Network Zone). For the long term, you might just try Contributing the collection (as we 

demonstrated) and then, in the Notes section of the contribution confirmation page, mention that it's 

for a consortium. The Ex Libris Content Team will decide whether to accept it into the CZ. 

 

 


